
TRAINING DI STAFF FOR REGIONAL 
1 2 PRODUCTION PROGRAMS 

INTRODUCTION about the activities of the other four members of the team.  
As experience was gained in training, it became apparent 

In 1970, the Puebla Project initiated a training program that the practical preparation needed by soils specialists 
to prepare professional staff for the operation of regional and plant breeders was similar and that needed by technical 
production programs to assist subsistence-level farmers in assistance agents and coordinators was also similar. There
areas having: (a) physical environments that would permit fore, the distinct areas in which practical training was given 
substantial increases in crop yields, and (b) political envi- were reduced to: (a) agronomic research, (b) technical, 
ronments that were favorable toward increasing crop pro- assistance and coordination, and (c) evaluation.  
duction. It was recognized that countries interested in initiating 

During the process of developing the training program, regional production programs would have an immediate 
specific training activities were discussed and general guide- need for trained teams of professionals for operating these 
lines were adopted for these programs. The basic premises prgas nadtoi a xetethwiinar
were that (a) joint action of professionals from several aiey'hr ie uhntoswudne oehgl 
disciplines (agronomy, communications, economics, organ- trained scientists who could provide competent leadership 
ization, etc.) would be necessary in the problem-solving in the p lanning and operation of regional programs that 
process-the training program was designed to provide a would be oriented to their own national needs. These teams 
philosophy for trainees in which the overall goals of increas- ofpfesnaswtmrec plesitfcpeaain 
ing production and net income of the farmers would tran- would also form the basic staff for implementing the na
scend disciplinary goals, with trainees working together as a tional training programs. Considering these two needs, it.  
team in achieving these overall goals; (b) since the profes- was decided that the training of staff for .r .egional produc
sional staffs trained in Puebla would have responsibility for tion programs should be given at two levels.  
organizing and' operating production programs in their .The first level of training has been given by the Puebla 
countries, it was important that the trainees develop abili- Project team in the Project area. The primary objective of 
ties for effective program planning, as well as i n method- thsrangisopeaetcncastowktgtersa 
ological skills; and (c) since staff trained in Puebla were team in all activities. Greater emphasis has been placed on 
expected to participate in national programs as trainers, the prainthtanesntesklseddinhiratcur 

selection ofe peoplee for tranin inll Puebda, as wellr asrtthea 
slcinopepefrtraining prora itself, shul bedrc e l oad the programs, than in teaching them the theoretical bases of the 

traiingproramitsef, houd b dircte toardthe methodology. This practical training has required 6 to 8 
preparation of professionals with the capacity both to months of the trainee's time.  
organize and operate production programs and to train W ithin the practical training, the trainees were expected 
other nationals for similar activities. The training role of the torahslceIeeso roiiny o xmlse 
Puebla Project was viewed as that of preparing one or two cialists in agrono Imic research were expected to become 
teams of professionals for each interested country, with proficient in: (a) knowledge of soil charactistics such as 
additional training to be the parent country's responsibility. pyigahcpstontr ftesi oios n 

previous management practices, with the ability to locate 

PRACTICAL TRAINING sites for an experiment, and to arrange with the owner of 
the farm for the experiment at that location; (b) defining 

The experiences in the Puebla Project initially indicated the materials necessary for the experiments (fertilizers, 
that professionals should be selected and trained for five herbicides, insecticides, cord, stakes, chains, etc.), calculat
distinct activities: soil improvement, plant breeding, tech- ing the amounts of materials needed, and preparing the 
nical, assistance to farmers, evaluation, and coordination, fertilizers, seed, herbicides, etc. for each plot, replication, 
Thus, at first, the Project adopted the idea of selecting five or experiment; and (c) staking out the experiment, col
technicians, one in each of the five disciplines, and training lecting soil samples for analysis, applying the correct ferti
them together as a team. Each of the trainees spent two- lizer treatments to the individual plots, plus the plantings, 
thirds of his time learning the specific skills of his disci- application of herbicides, and other operations involved in 
pline; the remainder of his time was devoted to learning the installation of the experiment.  
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